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Abstract
In the proof of [11, Corollary 2], of Malvenuto and Reutenauer showed that the set of Lyndon
words L in the language over the alphabet of positive integers is a set of free polynomial gener-
ators for the ring QSymQ of quasisymmetric functions over the eld Q of rational numbers. A
slight modication of the denition of Lyndon words permits to present a set of free polynomial
generators for the ring QSym of quasisymmetric functions over the ring of rational integers Z.
c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We let Z be the free noncommutative associative algebra generated over Z by a
denumerable set of noncommuting quantities fzi j i  1g. For convenience put z0 := 1.
The sextuple (Z; ; ; ; ; S) is a Hopf algebra, fully determined by the following con-
ditions: as an algebra (Z; ; ) has the structure of a free noncommutative polynomial
ring over Z; viewed as a coalgebra (Z; ; ), the set fzn j n  0g is a sequence of
divided powers in Z lying over 1, equivalently
(zn)=
X
a+b=n
za⊗ zb for n  0: (1)
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An easy computation shows that if fun j n  0g and fvn j n  0g are two sequences of
divided powers lying over 1, then the sequence fwn j n  0g, where
wn=
X
a+b=n
uavb for n  0 (2)
is a sequence of the divided powers lying over 1. In fact these sequences consti-
tute a group. The neutral element is the constant sequence fn j n  0g where 0 = 1
and n=0 for n>0. The inverse u−1(= v) of the sequence u can be computed by
solving recurrently vb from (2) with wn= n;0, the Kronecker delta. See [2] for a
discussion of these sequences, called curves, in the setting of Cartier duality for for-
mal (co)groups. We refer to loc. cit. for the denition of the nite sequences of
the divided powers. If HopfK is the category of Hopf algebras over the commuta-
tive unitary base ring K and SDP(H) is the group of sequences of divided pow-
ers in H , then ZK :=K ⊗Z represents SDP(H) for H 2HopfK via the functorial
bijection
HopfK (ZK ; H)=SDP(H): (3)
Here the Hopf algebra morphism f:ZK!H corresponds to the sequence ff(zn) j
n  0g. Therefore, a morphism of unitary rings f:ZK!H , commuting with the
structural (co)augmentation and antipodism is a morphism of Hopf algebras if and
only if f⊗f = f. Applying this relation to (1), we at once see that
f⊗f (zn)=
X
a+b=n
f(za)⊗f(zb)=(f(zn));
where the second \=" displays the fact that ff(zn) j n  0g in this way becomes a
sequence of the divided powers in H . Since the morphism f of an unitary rings is
determined completely by the images f(zn); n  1, formula (3) follows. We will write
a sequence fxn j n  0g, x0 = 1 in the form x=
P1
n= 0 xnt
n or
P
n xnt
n, identifying it
with its image in the multiplicative group 1 + tH [[t]]. In fact we have:
Lemma 1.1. The map  : SDP(H)1 + tH [[t]]; given by
(fxn j n  0g) :=
1X
n=0
xntn
is a homomorphism of groups; where the group structure on the target is given by
multiplication of the formal powerseries in t with (not necessarily commuting) co-
ecients in H .
Proof. Ditters [2, Lemma 1.2].
SDP(H) admits the following two operators: the ath-Verschiebung Va (a>0 in Z),
dened by t 7! ta and for every  in the base ring the homothety [], dened by t 7! t.
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In terms of the power series one has
Va
 X
n
xntn
!
=
X
n
xntan
and
[]
 X
n
xntn
!
=
X
n
(nxntn):
The sequences of divided powers play a fundamental role in the classication of formal
groups (formal group laws).
A second appearance exhibits Z as the generic ring of noncommutative symmetric
functions, see [5]. But in this note we have no applications for this fact.
For the third context where Z plays a central role we rst recall some deni-
tions. A composition or word w of length (w)= k and weight jw j= n is a sequence
w=(w1; : : : ; wk) of positive integers with jwj :=
Pk
i=1 wi= n. Equivalently, if N+ is
the set of positive integers, then w is a word of length k in the language N?+ over
the alphabet N+ and the sum of its digits equals n. The empty sequence is called the
empty word, denoted by 1. The set of all compositions or words is denoted by Comp.
The natural order on N+ induces the total lexicographical order on N?+. Since N?+
is an associative monoid under concatenation, one can speak about factorizations of
words. A word w is called a Lyndon word, denoted by w2L, if for every non trivial
factorization w= xy in N?+ one has y>w. Of course, we could have taken as a point
of departure the set N of all nonnegative integers as well and speak about pseudo-
compositions or pseudowords. Recall that the ring QSym of quasisymmetric functions
is dened as follows (see [11, Section 9.4]): Let X be a totally ordered alphabet and
let Z[[X ]] be the ring of the formal power series over Z generated by the elements
of X . F 2Z[[X ]] of nite degree is called quasisymmetric, if, rstly, for every choice
of k  0 in N, secondly, for every choice of x1<   <xk and y1<   <yk in X
and nally, if for every composition w=(w1; : : : ; wk) the coecients of the monomials
xw11    xwkk and yw11   ywkk are the same. Replacing the second condition by arbitrary
choices of x1; : : : ; xk and y1; : : : ; yk , we rend the well-known ring Sym of symmet-
ric functions. Dene for every composition w the monomial quasisymmetric function
Mw by
Mw :=
X
x1<<xk
xw11    xwkk (4)
and let fM?w jw2Compg be the dual Z-linear basis for QSym?. We often iden-
tify Mw in (4) with the composition w. As customary, if fXw jw2Compg is a set
of quantities indexed by the compositions, we write Xm instead of X(m). Equally, if
w=(w1; : : : ; wk)2Comp, we write zw := zw1    zwk . Dene P?m (m  0) in (QSym?)Q
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by the condition
X
n0
M?n t
n= exp
 1X
m=1
P?m t
m
!
: (5)
Notice the following fact in the context of formula (5): let H be a Hopf algebra over
Q and suppose we have in 1 + H [[t]] the relation
X
n0
xntn= exp
 1X
m=1
Xm
tm
m
!
: (6)
Then fxn j n  0; x0 = 1g is a sequence of the divided powers in H if and only if the set
fXm jm  1g is a set of primitive elements. The scalar factor m−1 is added, since this
guarantees better integrality properties in the case of the commutative Hopf algebras.
For example, one has in that case for every m2N+ the fact that Xm 2Z[xn j n  1],
thus Xm is a polynomial in these xn with integral coecients.
Malvenuto and Reutenauer proved the following two theorems [8, Theorem 2.1,
Corollary 2.3, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)]:
Theorem 1.2. QSym? is an associative noncommutative algebra; freely generated by
the elements M?n for n  1. QSym? is a Hopf algebra; where the comultiplication
is determined by the fact that fM?n j n  0g is a sequence of the divided powers.
Moreover; extending scalars to Q; the dual QSym ?Q of QSymQ is the noncommu-
tative associative polynomial ring QhP?m jm  1i; freely generated over Q by the
noncommuting primitive elements P?m (m  1).
Notice that this theorem permits (via zn 7! M?n ) the identication of the Hopf
algebras Z and QSym?. In order to formulate the second theorem we need a few
denitions. Let A be any set and K an integral domain. We denote K[A] as the free
commutative polynomial ring generated over K by the elements of A. In particular the
elements of A are algebraically independent over the eld of the quotients of K . In the
notation of [11] it is clear that K[A] is the largest commutative quotient KhAi=J of
KhAi with respect to the two-sided ideal generated by all commutators [a; b] = ab−ba
with a; b2A. In the second theorem we identify a Lyndon word w over the positive
integers N+ with the monomial quasisymmetric function Mw of (4). Malvenuto and
Reutenauer now prove [8, Corollary 2.2]
Theorem 1.3. QSymQ=Q[L]; the free commutative polynomial ring generated over
Q by the algebraically independent set of Lyndon words.
Let a; b2Comp. Dene recurrently the variable length shue product a]b2QSym
as follows:
 1 ] a= a ] 1= a,
 writing for every word w of length (w)  1: w=w1w^ and denoting (for clarity)
in the following formula the concatenation uv of the words u and v as u ? v and the
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addition on ZhN+i the free Z-module on the words over the alphabet of positive
integers N+ by  :
a] b=(a1 + b1)? (a^] b^) a1 ? (a^] b) b1 ? (a] b^): (7)
Here, a1 + b1 is just the sum in N+ of the two positive integers a1 and b1 and the
denition determines recurrently the operation ], since every ]-product in the right
side is made from words having length <(a) + (b).
If a] b= Pw a; b;ww in QSym , then the structure of commutative unitary ring \  "
on QSym is given by
Ma Mb=
X
w
a; b;wMw: (8)
Therefore, by (4) we have for a=(a1    ak) and b=(b1    bm),
Ma Mb=
 X
u1<<uk
ua11    uakk
!

 X
v1<<vm
vb11    vbmm
!
=
X
u1 = v1
+
X
u1<v1
+
X
u1>v1
;
where the right side is an obvious decomposition of the product in the middle into
three separate summations arising from the three possible situations u1 = v1; u1<v1 and
u1>v1. But this is the situation expressed by (7). Note that the same operation in
dierent notation appears in [6, Axioms B1 and B2, p. 484].
It is easy to interprete this product in terms of pseudocompositions as follows: let
k be any integer such that maxf(a); (b)g  k  (a) + (b) and let Sk(a) be the
set of all shues of the word a and the zero pseudocomposition (0; : : : ; 0) of length
k − (a). In the same way let Sk(b) be the set of all shues of the word b and the
zero pseudocomposition (0; : : : ; 0) of length k − (b). For 2 Sk(a) and 2 Sk(b) we
write the word  + , obtained by coordinatewise addition in N as   if and only
if +  is a composition, i.e. if and only if it has no zero digits. Then
a] b=
X
k
2Sk (a); 2Sk (b)
 : (9)
Examples 1.4.
 (1)] (2)= (3) + (1; 2) + (2; 1):
 (1; 1)] (2)= (1; 3) + (3; 1) + (1; 1; 2) + (1; 2; 1) + (2; 1; 1):
 (1)]3 = (3) + 3(1; 2) + 3(2; 1) + 6(1; 1; 1):
Returning to (5), the expansion over the base ring Q gives
M?1 =P
?
1 and M
?
n =P
?
n + Qn(P
?
1 ; : : : ; P
?
n−1) for n  2; (10)
where Qn is homogeneous of weight n, if one attaches to each P?n the weight n.
By Theorem 1.2 or directly from (10) we have ZQ=QhP?n j n  1i and in view of
what has been said about (6) the P?n are primitive. We may write P
?
w1P
?
w2   P?wk as P?w
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where w=(w1; : : : ; wk) and consider the Q-vector space basis fP?w jw2Compg. Let
fPu j u2Compg be the dual basis for QSymQ. Since all P?n are primitive, it follows
that the multiplication on QSym obtained by graded duality, identifying Pu with the
composition u, coincides with the usual shue product t , see [11, Section 1.4] for
details. We may, however, express every element of Z?, identied with QSym as
well as a Z-linear combination of elements of the basis of monomial quasisymmetric
functions fMw jw2CompgQSym dual to fzw jw2CompgZ. In this situation,
Mu is to be identied with the composition u. If we then consider the multiplication
obtained by graded duality, it is not too dicult to see that now the multiplication is
expressed by the variable length shue product. Indeed, if we denote
h?; ?i:ZQSym !Z
the canonical evaluation map obtained from the identication of Z with QSym?, we
have for variable w=(w1; : : : ; wn),
hzw; ?(a⊗ b)i= h(zw); a⊗ bi
=
* X
u1+v1=w1 ;:::; un+vn=wn
zu1un ⊗ zv1vn ; a⊗ b
+
: (11)
It should be noted that u=(u1    un) and v=(v1    vn) are pseudocompositions, since
z0 = 1 intervenes in every (zn), see (1). Further, if ?(a⊗ b)=
P
w cww, then cw is
the coecient of a⊗ b in (zw). Consider a typical term in the right side of (11).
In order to give a nonzero contribution, there are only three possibilities for the pair
(u1; v1) namely (u1; v1)= (a1; b1); (a1; 0) and (0; b1). Suppose we have for every word
w and for every x and y with (x) + (y)<(a) + (b):
hzw; ?(x⊗y)i=
* X
u1+v1 =w1 ;:::;un+vn =wn
zu1un ⊗ zv1vn ; x⊗y
+
= hzw; x ] yi: (12)
On the basis of this assumption we evaluate the sum of the three possibilities in (11),
according to (12) and using the notation of (7) as
a ] b=(a1 + b1)? (a^] b^) a1 ? (a^] b) b1 ? (a ] b^);
which is indeed formula (7). Note that the variable length shue product is the result
of basis transformation (10) from the set of primitive generators fP?m jm  1g for
QSym ?Q=ZQ to the generating set fM?n = zn j n  1g for ZZQ, constituting together
with 1 the generic sequence of the divided powers.
If w=(w1; : : : ; wk)2Comp is a nonempty word, we let gcd(w) be the greatest com-
mon divisor of all digits wi. Put wred := (w1=gcd(w); : : : ; wk=gcd(w)). Dene for Lyndon
words in N?+ the map
 :L!Comp; (13)
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by
(w) :=wgcd(w)red ;
where the power is to be interpreted in the concatenation structure. The image Im ()
will be denoted by Lmod and its elements are called modied Lyndon words. Note 
is weight preserving and injective.
Observe that (w) is a Lyndon word itself if and only if gcd(w)= 1 and in that case
we have (w)=w. In the next theorem, the main theorem of this study, we identify
as usual the quasisymmetric function Mw of (4) with the composition w.
Theorem 1.5 (Main theorem). As a commutative algebra; (QSym ;]) is equal to
Z[Lmod]; the free commutative polynomial ring generated over Z by the the alge-
braically independent set of modied Lyndon words. Here the presence of the symbol
] expresses the fact that every nonempty word w can be expressed as a (unique)
Z-linear combination of elements of the set fm1]  ]mk j k>0; m1  m2      mk;
mi 2Lmodg; thus as a unique Z-linear combination of ]-products of modied Lyndon
words.
Postponing the proof of the main theorem to Section 3 we note the following
corollary.
Corollary 1.6. (a) The subalgebra of the symmetric functions Sym is freely generated
over Z by the set of words f((n))= (1; : : : ; 1)= (1)n=: n j n  1g.
(b) QSym is a free module over Sym .
Proof. Part (a) is well known, see [7], but it is also a direct consequence of the main
theorem. Also part (b) is equally obvious from the main theorem, if one observes that
fn j n  1g=Lmod \Sym . It strengthens the corresponding result over Q, see [8,
Corollary 2.2], of Malvenuto and Reutenauer to the case that the base ring is Z.
The main theorem appears in [3, Theorem 4.5], unpublished, together with an outline
of the proof, see also [12]. The theorem on unique descending factorization of Hall
words, together with the fact that the set of Lyndon words is a Hall set in view of
[11, Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 5.1] permitted essential simplications of the proofs,
as given in [3, 12].
2. Some other corollaries
The main theorem permits a complete description, at least in principle, of the Z-Lie
algebra of primitives
P(Z)= fz 2Z j(z)= z⊗ 1 + 1⊗ zg:
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By Theorem 1.2 we know that P(ZQ) is a free Lie algebra over the set fP?n j n  1g,
but we have
Lemma 2.1. P(Z) is not a free Lie algebra over Z in the sense of [11; Section 0:2].
Proof. Suppose P(Z) is a free Lie algebra on the set A. We then may take a total
order < on A. Consider the Z-module basis f1; z1; 2z2 − z21 ; z2g for the space H2 of
homogeneous elements of weight  2 in Z. Since z1 and 2z2 − z21 constitute a Z-
module basis for the primitives P(Z)\H2, they correspond to elements a; b in the set
A. Take a Hall set H in the free magma M (A) of A, existing in view of [11, Theorem
4.1].
In view of [11, Theorem 4.9, Example 4.8] one concludes that the three Hall poly-
nomials a; b and [a; b] = ab − ba are part of a Z-module basis of P(Z). In partic-
ular, the Z-module T :=P(Z)=(Za + Zb + Z[a; b]) should be a free Z-module. But
computation shows that [a; b] = 2[z1; z2] is primitive. Since [z1; z2] does not belong to
Za+ Zb+ Z[a; b], but 2[z1; z2] does, we see that T has 2-torsion and thus it is not a
free Z-module. It follows that P(Z) is not free on the set A.
Let :QSym !Z be the canonical augmentation on QSym sending every nonempty
word w to 0 and put J :=Ker (). Let QSym^ be the completion of QSym with
respect to the J -adic topology. Consider a continuous homomorphism of the Z-algebras
:QSym^!Z[[t]]. Here Z is equipped with the discrete topology. We may write as
in [2, Section 1.5]
(x)=
1X
i=0
i(x)t i for x2QSym (14)
and deduce as in loc. cit. that all i 2Z. We obtain in this way a bijection between
the set of sequences of divided powers fi j i0g2SDP(Z) and the set of continuous
unitary ring homomorphisms f : QSym Z^[[t]]g. In particular, dene the unitary ring
homomorphisms u for u2Lmod by
u(v) := u; vt for v2Lmod :
Writing as in Lemma 1.1
u=
1X
i=0
u; it i; (15)
we then have the following result
Corollary 2.2. (a) The set fu;1 j u2Lmodg is a Z-module basis for the Lie algebra
of primitives in Z.
(b) Such an element u;1 of this basis is completely characterized by the conditions
of being primitive and having zero coecient in zw for every w2Lmod with w 6= u.
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Proof. By (graded) duality the primitives in the graded Hopf algebra Z over Z cor-
respond bijectively to the Z-module of linear maps f:QSym =Z[Lmod]!Z that are
zero on the constants and on the elements that belong to the ideal J 2. This implies
that for vi 2Lmod,
u;1(v1    vk)= 0 if k>1;
and for modied Lyndon words u and v,
u;1(v)= u; v: (16)
Part (a) now results from the bijection (J=J 2)?=P(Z). Part (b) is a direct consequence
of (16).
Let M (N) be the set of all multi-indices over N. Thus 2M (N) if and only if
=(i j i=0 for almost all i). Observe that we may write 2M (N) in the nite form
=(1; : : : ; r) for some r1. The set M (N) is an abelian monoid under component-
wise addition. Dene in the context of (15) for every multi-index =(1; : : : ; r)2
M (N) and u1<u2<   <ur in Lmod the element  2Z by  :=u1 ; 1   ur; r .
The following fact is a straightforward verication:
Corollary 2.3. The set f j 2M (N)g is a structural basis for Z in the sense of
Dieudonne. This means in particular that
()=
X
+=
⊗; 2M (N):
Proof. By standard dualization techniques as in [1].
The following corollary treats the problem of extension of sequences of divided pow-
ers in a Hopf algebra H . Given two nite sequences of divided powers x= fxn j 0n
Mg and y= fyn j 0nNg in H , we say that the sequence y extends the sequence
x, if NM and xn=yn for 0nM . While extension of such sequences is always
possible over the base eld Q { which in fact is an easy consequence of (6) { it
is in general not possible over other base rings. Consider for example the Hopf al-
gebra H =Z[x] where x a primitive element, thus (x)= x⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x and x 7!−x
under the antipode of H . It can be computed directly, or seen from [9, Theorem 1 or
Table 1], that there is no extension y= f1; x; ug of x= f1; xg. Over Q we could take
the extension f xnn! j n0g.
Corollary 2.4. Every nite sequence of the divided powers in Z can be extended to
an innite sequence.
Proof. The proof relies heavily on Lemma 1.1 and we use this lemma without further
explicit reference. Let =
PN
i=0 it
i be such a nite sequence. If N =0, then there is
nothing to prove, since the trivial series =1=1+
P1
i=1 i with i=0 for i1 is an
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innite sequence of the divided powers. Thus let N =1. Then 1 is primitive, hence
by Corollary 2.2(a) we have
1 =
X
u
u;1u;1;
a nite Z-linear combination of basis primitives. It follows that

Y
u
[u;1]umod t2:
The right side is to be considered as an ordered product of innite sequences of
divided powers, say for the lexicographic order on Lmod, hence is itself such an
innite sequence of the divided powers. Thus assume

MY
a=1
Va
 Y
u
[u; a]u
!
mod tM+1; (17)
where the right side is an ordered product of innite sequences of divided powers, say
a Va-product precedes a Vb-product if a<b. If M =N we are done. Thus let M<N .
Write the right side in the form
P1
i=0 it
i. Then it is easily veried that the dierence
M+1 − M+1 is primitive, hence
M+1 − M+1 =
X
u
u;M+1u;1
is a nite Z-linear combination of basis primitives. It follows that
VM+1
Y
u
[u;M+1]u 1 + (M+1 − M+1)tM+1 mod tM+2:
Next,

MY
a=1
 
Va
Y
u
[u; a]u
! 
VM+1
Y
u
[u;M+1]u
!

M+1Y
a=1
 
Va
Y
u
[u; a]u
!
mod tM+2;
which completes in view of (17) the proof by induction.
3. Proof of the main theorem
The proof will proceed in a number of steps.
Step 1. Let w2Comp and consider the descending factorization of w into Lyndon
words
w= le11    lekk with l1>   >lk in L and min fe1; : : : ; ekg1: (18)
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Such a factorization exists, e.g. [11, Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 5.1]. Recall an identity
[11, Theorem 6.1]
lte11 t    t ltekk
e1!    ek ! =:
X
u<w
uu+ w with u 2N: (19)
This identity is the basic identity for the theorem, due to Radford, [10, Theorem 3.1.1e,
p. 446], that QSymQ is the free polynomial ring, generated over Q by the Lyndon
words. In order to nd a relation valid for the base ring Z we modify (19) and consider
instead the expression
le11 ]    ] lekk =:
X
u
uu with u 2N: (20)
Here the symbols leii are ei-fold concatenation powers of li. Moreover, the shue
products between the t-powers of the various li in (19) now are replaced by the
variable length shue product. Finally, denominators in (20) are not present any more.
The basic property of (20) is
Lemma 3.1. Dene the canonical order \" on Comp; for which u v; or equiva-
lently; v u; if (u)<(v); and if (u)= (v); then u v if and only if u<v; i.e. the
canonical order is determined by the length of the words; and if the lengths are equal;
then the lexicographic order determines the canonical order. If (18) is the canonical
descending factorization of the word w; then
le11 ]    ] lekk =
X
uw
uu+ w with u 2N: (21)
Notice that the descending factorization of w is taken in the lexicographic order
while the right side of (21) is written in the canonical order.
Proof. Write the right side of (20) in the form
P
1 +
P
2, where in
P
1 all terms uu
are collected for which u 6=0 and (u)<(w). Now observe the following facts:
 No term uu in
P
1 with u 6=0 occurs as uu with u 6=0 in the right side of (19).
This results from the facts that (u)<(w) and that all words u in (19) have length
(w).
 If a term uu occurs in
P
2, then u occurs in (19) with the same coecient. Indeed,
if uu occurs in
P
2, then it has length (w), hence u is an ordinary shue of the k
words leii . Since all l
ei
i are dierent, we even have u=1. Now u may be considered
too as a shue of the
P
i ei words l1; : : : ; l1; l2; : : : ; l2; : : : ; lk ; : : : ; lk , where each li
has multiplicity ei. There are e1!    ek ! possibilities for the realization of u as a
shue of these
P
i ei words. Since the left side of (19) must be divided by this
product, we see that uu occurs in (19) with coecient u=1.
 As proven in [11, Theorem 6.1], w is the maximal lexicographic term in (19) with
coecient 1. Since we saw that every word of length (w) in
P
2 occurs in (19),
and since in particular this applies for the word w itself, we see that w must be
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the maximal lexicographical word in
P
2, thus w is the maximal canonical word in
(21).
From the lemma we immediately deduce by triangularity:
Corollary 3.2. The set
B= fle11 ]    ] lekk j l1>   >lk in L; k0g (22)
is a Z-module basis for QSym .
Incidentally, we have the following result that will be used in the next step:
Corollary 3.3. For u2Comp we let L(u) be the set of Lyndon words l that are
lexicographically smaller than or equal to u. Let w2Comp and l2L be words with
w<l. Write w as an element of Q[L]. Then w belongs to the subring Q[L(w)];
that is; l does not occur in the expression of w written as a polynomial in Lyndon
words.
Proof. Obvious from triangularity.
Step 2. The second step will be stated as a lemma.
Lemma 3.4. (QSymQ;])=Q[L] =Q[Lmod] and the set Lmod is algebraically
independent.
According to the denition of Q[A] for a set A as given before and the meaning of
the notation (QSymQ;]) as in the main theorem, but now considered over the base
ring Q, the statement of the lemma implies that within the algebra QSymQ, identied
by Theorem 1.3 with Q[L], we can take instead of L the elements of Lmod as
algebraically independent polynomial generators.
Proof. By [11, Theorem 6.1] and the identication Q[L] and QSymQ, the ring gen-
erated over Q by the modied Lyndon words is contained in Q[L]. We shall show the
converse inclusion. Let l2LnLmod, then gcd(l)>1. We claim that for every word w
with (a := ) gcd(w)>1 we have
(wred)]a=
X
u<w
auu+ w with au 2N: (23)
Indeed, since it is clear that all au 2N, we only need to show that w is lexico-
graphically larger than every u occurring in the sum with nonzero coecient au. Let
wred = (r1; : : : ; rk). By the very denition of the variable length shue product the rst
digit u1 of any word u occurring in sum (23) has the form (possibly after rearranging
terms)
u1 = 0 +   + 0 + r1 +   + r1;
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where the number N0 of zeros and the number of terms r1, say Nr , satisfy N0 +Nr = a.
Moreover all possible values 0N0<a may occur in this way. Then it is clear that
for the maximal lexicographic term m in (23) we have N0 = 0; Nr = a and the rst
digit m1 of m must be equal to a  r1 =w1 (product in N) where w1 is the rst digit of
w. Notice that by denition of the variable length shue product we may use for the
computation of the second digit m2 of m only zeros or the second digit r2 of r. The
problem is thus reduced to the case (wred)^ of length (w) − 1. Thus induction with
respect to the length of words proves (23). Consider now formula (23) for w= l, a
Lyndon word with a := gcd(l)>1: the right side is homogeneous and l is the maximal
lexicographic term. Thus by Corollary 3.3, if we write each auu as a polynomial (over
Q) in the set of Lyndon words L, the indeterminate l does not occur in any term auu
with u<l. Since lred is a modied Lyndon word if l is a Lyndon word, this shows,
replacing l by the homogeneous expression
l=(lred)]a −
X
u<l
auu;
that we have
Q[(Lnflg)[flredg] =Q[L]:
This gives the possibility to replace every Lyndon l word by the corresponding
Lyndon word. By [11, Theorem 6.1], the Lyndon words are algebraically indepen-
dent polynomial generators for QSymQ and (13) shows that in every weight there
are as many Lyndon words as there are modied Lyndon words. This guarantees that
the set Lmod of modied Lyndon words is algebraically independent over Q and the
lemma is proven.
Step 3. We already know by Lemma 3.4 that every word is a unique polynomial in
the modied Lyndon words with coecients in Q. The only point is to show that these
coecients are all in Z. To see this we write the words of weight N in canonical order
on a list LN . In the lowest weight we have L1 = f(1)gLmod and L2 = f(2); (1; 1)g.
Now,
(2)= (1)]2 − 2(1; 1):
We can interprete this relation as
(2)= (1)2 − 2(1; 1)2 (Z[Lmod];]= ) (24)
where \]= " indicates that the multiplication in Z[Lmod] is performed by writing
elements as polynomials in the modied Lyndon words. Thus, assume that for some
N and some word w of weight N the hypothesis HN;w consisting of the two parts:
HN;w;1 All words having weight <N belong to (Z[Lmod];]= ).
Let Mw be the Z-module with basis all words u of weight N such that uw.
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HN;w;2 For each word v of weight N preceding w in the canonical order there exists
a unique monomial Pv in (Z[Lmod];]= ) such that
v− Pv 2Mv; (25)
Thus, v can be written as a unique monomial Pv in the modied Lyndon words
modulo a unique linear combination lcv of words that are canonically larger
than v. Accordingly, we have
v=Pv + lcv:
For N =2, formula (24) gives P(2) = (1)2 and lc(2) = 2(1; 1). Since (1; 1)2
Lmod we see that H2; w is true for all words of weight 2. Next, assume HN;w
to be true for some N2 and all words w of weight N − 1. The rst word in
canonical order on the list LN is the composition (N ) of length 1. This element
is symmetric and applying Corollary 1.6(a) we nd that (N )= (1)]N + lc(N ),
where lc(N ) is a linear combination of words having weight N and length at
least 2. Furthermore, it has coecients in Z. We thus may assume HN;w;2 for the
word w=(N ). Let HN;v;2 be true for some word v of weight N and consider
the next word w in the canonical order. Write w as the maximal canonical
term in the form (21). If k>1, then it is clear that all uw, intervening in
this Eq. (21) are in (Z[Lmod];]= ) and the result follows. It remains case
k =1. Then w= le for some Lyndon word l. If already le 2Lmod, then again
we have the result. If not, the reason can only be the fact that a := gcd(l)>1.
Then we have the homogeneous expression
(lred)]a= l+
X
ul
uu with u 2N:
Indeed the minimal canonical term in the expansion of this ]-power of lred must
have length (lred) and then it can only be l itself. Moreover this equation can
be written as
l− (lred)]a=−
X
ul
uu2Ml:
This means that we conducted the induction one step further. This process
ends at v=(1)N , the N -fold concatenation of the composition (1) and (1)N
is a symmetric modied Lyndon word. Thus HN;w is seen to be true for all
words w of weight N . This completes by induction the proof of the main
theorem.
We computed all words w of weight jwj8 in N?+ as polynomials of the modied
Lyndon words and found perfect agreement with the theorem that all coecients are
rational integers in Z. A list is available, [4].
We give a short list of elements in Lmod :
weight 1 (1).
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weight 2 (1,1).
weight 3 (1,1,1), (1,2).
weight 4 (1,1,1,1), (1,3), (1,1,2).
Some expressions in Z[Lmod].
weight 2 (2)= (1)2 − 2(1; 1).
weight 3 (3)= (1)3 − 3(1)(1; 1) + 3(1; 1; 1).
(2; 1)= (1)(1; 1)− 3(1; 1; 1)− (1; 2).
weight 4 (4)= (1)4 − 4(1; 1)(1)2 + 2(1; 1)2 − 4(1; 1; 1; 1) + 4(1)(1; 1; 1).
(3; 1)= (1; 1)(1)2 − (1)(1; 1; 1)− 2(1; 1)2 + 4(1; 1; 1; 1)− (1; 3).
(2; 2)= (1; 1)2 − 2(1)(1; 1; 1) + 2(1; 1; 1; 1).
(2; 1; 1)=−(1)(1; 1; 1)− 2(1; 1; 1; 1)+ (1; 1; 2)− (1; 2)(1)+ (1; 3)+ (1; 1)2.
(1; 2; 1)= (1; 2)(1)− (1; 3)− (1; 1)2 +2(1)(1; 1; 1)−2(1; 1; 1; 1)−2(1; 1; 2).
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